
Product Description

General

Real-time GPS Tracking

Daily Route Maps/History Management

Live Alert Notification

Geo-Fence 

Fleet Management

Reports & Analytics

Article no:

*inclusive: Web portal is free of charge if the proposed SIM card is purchased at the same time

RFO-WEB

Geo-fencing is a functionality that allows you to define an area in which the device shall stay without any further issue. As soon as the 

device leaves the defined zone an alarm will inform you about it. 

This included function gives you a full overview of the complete fleet. It can help to increase efficiency and cost reduction. This makes 

route planing much easier and faster.

With this feature you are able to have a fast overview about the different trackers used. It makes the control and management of 

trackers very simple.

This systems allows you in the shortest time to execute real time tracking. You are able to do it either via your PC, laptop or even your 

mobile phone. Any time at any place of the world.

This function is mainly used to have an overview of the routes made in the past. Data will be logged for up to 180 days. In consequence 

you get a full understanding of the situation and geographical locations which have been visited.

Live alert notification will alert you just the events you consider important. It is a comfortable way of supervising important events that 

have been defined upfront.

The RFO web portal has been designed in partnership with MiCODUS as a cloud based solution with a complete set of services 

designed for remote management, fleet tracking, asset tracking and a diverse set of vertical applications.

As an off-the-shelf turnkey solution, MiCODUS is a secure, open and scalable platform that plays an essential role in the optimization of 

resource utilization by enabling visibility and simplifying management.
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TRFO-WEB
Web portal for all RFO Tracker (inclusive*)
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Complete solution

All HW & SW components from ONE single source 

RadioForce offers the complete solution tracker: SIM card AND web portal (including database, history, individual access) for both PC 

and mobile phones (Android & IOS) from a single source. This enables an extremely fast implementation with the simplest handling.

A SIM card is offered as the only provider in the overall package. This can be selected with a term of 3 - 12 months as desired. This 

SIM card covers the entire European area and can be expanded at any time. 

The trackers can be ordered with all set-up settings prepared. 
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